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permanently, but in fact were not tied to the Order and man>
withdrew when they had the opportunity of preferment else-
where or for other reasons.    At first a special oath was taken
by the chaplains, but later they took the same oath as the
knights.    The last class—the sergeants—was principally
composed of rich bourgeois.   Sergeant is the old French
word for servant, but the sergeants of the Temple, though
naturally inferior to the knights, were men of considerable
standing.    They often commanded large bodies of men, and
certain high positions in the Order were reserved to them,
In addition to these categories, the Temple had bodies of
native troops, mounted and unmounted, who seem to have
regarded it as an honour to fight in the ranks of the brethren.
The Order also maintained skilled workers of all kinds as
well as servants for menial tasks*
No copy is known of the primitive Rule by which the
Temple was governed before the Council of Troyes, but
copies are extant in Latin and French of a document of sixty-
six chapters which, although some sections have clearly been
modified and others added at a later date, is probably largely
the Rule as it was given to Hugh de Payens in na8, This
" Rule of the poor knighthood of the Temple" has a
prologue of eight paragraphs, addressed to those who are
desirous of giving themselves to the service of God and
pointing out the great responsibilities involved in so sacred
a trust. The circumstances in which the Rule was drawn up
are described and some of the prelates present at the Council
of Troyes are named in the prologue.
" You who renounce your own wills and those others who,
for a time, serve the sovereign king with horses and arms for
the salvation of your soul", the first paragraph reads, ** must
with a pure heart ever strive to hear matins and all the t
services according to the canonical laws and the usage of the
regular canons of the Holy City of Jerusalem. Venerable
brethren—you who have for ever surrendered the attractions

